Prep meeting
ICANN69 ccTLD News Session

Wed, 16 Sept. 2020 | 11 UTC
AGENDA prep meeting ccTLD News
Wed, 16 September 2020 | 11 UTC

1. Welcome

2. ccTLD News Session
   a) Confirmation agenda and session flow
   b) Logistics
      i. Presentation slides: deadline, format, where to submit
      ii. Zoom
   c) Dry-run

3. Insight on giving a virtual presentation by Kimberly Carlson and Kathy Schnitt

4. AOB

5. Closure
• Successful transition of the .vu ccTLD | Andrew Molivurae (.vu)

• Study on legislative harmonization concerning Indonesian Domain Name Dispute Resolution Procedure | Mira Fajriyah (.id)

• Trademark protection mechanisms in .ua | Svitlana Tkachenko (.ua)

• The first decade of Russian IDN ccTLD .РФ: our experience and feedback | Maria Kolesnikova (.ru)
• The European ccTLDs’ response to the EU digital agenda | Polina Malaja (CENTR)
• Critical infrastructure laws In Australia | Bruce Tonkin (.au)
• Policy updates and activities at .ng during the covid-19 pandemic | Edith Udeagu (.ng)
• .ar Opening - Digital Assistance Program | Romina Auletta Guirardo (.ar)
Agenda ICANN69 Virtual ccTLD News session

Detailed agenda and how to join:
https://community.icann.org/display/ccnsowkspc/Pre-ICANN69+ccNSO+sessions

Tue, 29 Sept. | 11 UTC
Session Chair: Barbara Povse (.si)

• Successful transition of the .vu ccTLD | Andrew Molivurae (.vu)
• Study on legislative harmonization concerning Indonesian Domain Name Dispute Resolution Procedure | Mira Fajriyah (.id)
• Trademark protection mechanisms in .ua | Svitlana Tkachenko (.ua)
• The first decade of Russian IDN ccTLD .РФ: our experience and feedback | Maria Kolesnikova (.ru)

Thu, 1 Oct. | 19 UTC
Session Chair: Barbara Povse (.si)

• The European ccTLDs’ response to the EU digital agenda | Polina Malaja (CENTR)
• Critical infrastructure laws In Australia | Bruce Tonkin (.au)
• Policy updates and activities at .ng during the covid-19 pandemic | Edith Udeagu (.ng)
• .ar top level domain Opening - Digital Assistance Program | Romina Auletta Guirardo (.ar)
My speaking slot: When? Duration?

Go to: [https://bit.ly/2DEZnd3](https://bit.ly/2DEZnd3)

2 options:

- Tue, 29 September | 11 UTC
- Thu, 1 October | 19 UTC

Each session has a separate agenda

Welcome and Introduction by session chair Barbara: 2 min.

4 presentations, each with a 13 min. duration, including Q&A

Final Q&A and wrap up by the session chair: 5 min.
Important!

- Stay focused and brief
- Stick to the time allocated to your presentation
- Do not read your slides out loud
- Keep the layout of the slide deck simple
- Use visuals
- Video/Audio: let the secretariat know well in advance of the meeting
- Submit your slide deck on time
Submit your presentation slides

Joke.braeken@icann.org

DRAFT:
22 September 2020
23:59 UTC

FINAL:
27 September 2020
23:59 UTC
Format presentation slides

.pdf AND the original (e.g. powerpoint)

IMPORTANT:
if you plan to use a video clip, hyperlink or audio, please let us know asap.
Zoom basics

• Download Zoom: [http://zoom.us/download](http://zoom.us/download) (Windows & Mac)
• If you are using an external camera and/or microphone be sure to plug them in before opening the Zoom application.
• We recommend using a headset if possible, and to switch on your camera when speaking
• Mute yourself when not speaking
Zoom instructions: screen sharing

• In case you decided to share the slide deck yourself, only share the individual app (PowerPoint or pdf, and not your entire desktop).

• Sharing your slides in the zoom room is possible, once the Secretariat gives you “co-host” status. In case you want to read more:
  • https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/203395347-Screen-sharing-a-PowerPoint-presentation
  • https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362153-Sharing-your-screen
To do

• Send your slide deck to joke.Braeken@icann.org
  • Draft: 22 Sept. | 23:59 UTC
  • Final: 27 Sept. | 23:59 UTC
• Let us know:
  • your slide sharing preference: self or secretariat?
  • Your skype ID
Timeline: highlights

- **Draft slide deck**: 22 Sep. 23:59 UTC
- **Dry-run session 1**: 24 Sep. 11 UTC
- **Dry-run session 2**: 24 Sep. 19 UTC
- **Final slide deck**: 27 Sep. 23:59 UTC
- **ccTLD News session 1**: 29 Sep. 11 UTC
- **ccTLD News session 2**: 1 Oct. 19 UTC